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in... HEARINGS

 Impact of a record on employment/housing/economic security & opportunity…

 Benefits of record-clearing (employment & earnings go up, recidivism goes down…)

 Desistance research: People with records who remain crime-free for 4-7 years are no more 

likely to commit a new crime than a member of the general population



in… ADVOCACY TO CHANGE COURT 

PROCEEDINGS

 e.g. to make record-clearing more accessible (remove filing fees/other hurdles)

 “Second chance gap” research puts numbers to the barriers eligible folks face to getting 

a record cleared (national numbers; state numbers)



in… LEGISLATIVE CAMPAIGNS

 To expand eligibility for record-clearing

 To make record-clearance automatic/automated - Clean Slate



Clean Slate Michigan campaign fact sheet





in… RAISING AWARENESS & SHIFTING 

PUBLIC OPINION (aka “comms”)

 “A criminal record shouldn’t be a life sentence to poverty.”

 How widespread criminal records are: 1 in 3 U.S. adults 

 Barriers to employment, housing, education…

 Desistance research: People with records who remain crime-free for 4-7 years are no more 

likely to commit a new crime than a member of the general population

 COVID/economic downturn: record-clearing is more important now than ever—and 

necessary to promote an inclusive & equitable recovery













in… FUNDRAISING

 Helps non-CJ funders see this as “their issue”

 if you’re seeking funding for direct representation

 if you’re seeking funding for legislative/policy change

 Record-clearing as a strategy for cutting poverty, expanding economic opportunity, 

removing barriers to employment/housing/education, addressing racial inequality, 

promoting an inclusive & equitable recovery, promoting child well-being…

 EXAMPLE: Impact on kids/families: nearly half of U.S. kids now have at least 1 parent with a 

record (Center for American Progress, 2015) 



when you need to persuade…

 Policymakers and legislators

 Judges

 District Attorneys (esp. when they’re adversaries in the policy realm)

 Media (to write about it and to write favorably about the remedies)

 Coalition partners outside CJ space (economic/budget groups; housing advocates; 

unions/workers’ rights groups, kids’ groups, left/right, business/employers….)

 Funders



other helpful research of note…

 Brennan Center (2020): 

 $372B in lost wages annually among people with records

 $500,000 lifetime earnings loss for people who have been incarcerated

 Prison Policy Initiative (2018):

 27% unemployment rate among formerly incarcerated workers pre-pandemic (when overall 
unemployment was ~3-4%)

 Center for Economic Policy Research (2018)

 $87B in lost GDP annually due to shutting people with felony convictions out of jobs

 Center for American Progress (2015)

 Nearly 1 in 2 U.S. kids (33 million) have at least one parent with a record; impacts children’s 
cognitive development, school performance, even employment/earnings in adulthood  


